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Response to Email Query No. 15, Raised: Thursday 24th October 2013 

 
Query Details: 
 
Can anyone tell me who they use to supply primary air flow calibrator (bubble meter)?   
 
We currently use a master rotameter to calibrate our working rotameters, but we know this is 
not really the best solution.  The people who calibrate the master rotameter for us are 
somewhat scathing of it as a piece of equipment, saying it does no more than give an indication 
of flow rate.  If other people can suggest any other alternatives for a primary/master flow 
meter I’d be really pleased to know. 
 

 
Feedback: 
 
The query was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for both northern and 
southern Norac groups. Details have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 

1. Given the level of uncertainty introduced by using humans to count slides the uncertainty from 
using a master rotameter is probably fairly insignificant. A simple burette inverted will suffice as 
a bubble flow meter and can be purchased from most laboratory suppliers fairly cheaply. If you 
require something more simple to use that is more accurate than a rotameter then a drycal may 
be a better option although not cheap to buy or service. You can Google dry cal and find a 
suitable model with a digital readout.  

 
2. We too just use the UKAS calibrated master rotameter and calibrate working ones against that.   

We have a high flow one and a low-flow one as Masters.   
UKAS are happy with that so that’ll do me!! 

 
3. We Use a variety of them depending on use. Low flow 100cc to 2l : TSI mass flow meter. My 

calibrator is a Gillian Gilibrator bubble generator. 
WE do still use a flow meter against flow meter to calibrate in the regional offices. What else do 
you need other than a flow indication that is within a tolerance range. 

 
 

4. Master flow meters are acceptable to calibrating working flow meters for site work.  The master 
must be calibrated by a UKAS accredited organisation so that it is traceable to a national 
standard.  As long as the tube length of both flow meters are a minimum of 10mm for each 1 
litre/min divisions it will  allow accurate readings to be taken as long as the surface is level (we 
use a spirit level).  An alternative is a bubble flow meter – this will also require calibration of 
time pieces.  Refer to http://www.who.int/occupational_health/publications/airfibre/en/  ‘The 
determination of airborne fibre number concentrations’ section 3.1.6 for the bubble flow meter 
schematic and methodology. 
 

http://www.who.int/occupational_health/publications/airfibre/en/
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5. We experimented with the use of a very large soap bubble flow meter years ago at Casella with 
very good results. Calibration labs may not like them as they are a “primary standard” and 
calibrations may be carried out in house, bypassing the calibration labs. The only reason we 
didn’t use it is that we already had plenty of “master” flowmeters within the company. 

 
There are plenty on the market, one supplier is here 

 
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/analytical-chromatography/analytical-
products.html?TablePage=110862538 

  
 
 
Summary: 
 
Most organisations confirmed they use master rotameters to calibrate their working 
rotameters against and these are considered sufficiently accurate, especially when considering 
the scale of other errors within the method. A number of links have been provided for the 
purchase of other ‘more accurate’ flow meters. 
 
Colette Willoughby 
11th November 2013 
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